ELTHAM COLLEGE UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS

ELC
- Due to the nature of our ELC Program, ELC students are able to wear the PE Uniform with runners across all days of attendance.
- The ELTHAM College school bag is a requirement.

### Optional Summer Uniform
*(Term 1 & 4)*
- Brown trousers with brown socks
- Brown shorts with cream socks
- Long/short sleeve cream shirt or skivvy
- Woollen jumper
- Striped summer dress (knee length) with cream socks
- Light grey wide brimmed hat
- Brown leather school shoes

### Optional Winter Uniform
*(Term 2 & 3)*
- Brown trousers with brown socks
- Brown shorts with cream socks
- Long/short sleeve cream shirt or skivvy
- Woollen jumper
- Tunic with brown tights or cream socks
- Long sleeve cream blouse or skivvy
- Brown leather school shoes

### PE Uniform
- Sage T-shirt
- Charcoal shorts
- Charcoal track pants
- Long sleeve top
- Sport socks
- Light grey wide brimmed hat
- Athletic runners *(see examples)*

### Prep - Year 6
- Children in Prep to Year 6 wear core uniform on all days except when they have timetabled Perceptual Motor Program (PMP), Swimming or Physical Education (PE) sessions.
- Year 5/6 should attend in core uniform on interschool sport days (Fridays) and change into their PE uniform.
- The ELTHAM College school bag is a requirement.

### Summer Core
*(Term 1 & 4)*
- Brown trousers with brown socks
- Brown shorts with cream socks
- Long/short sleeve cream shirt or skivvy
- Woollen jumper
- Striped summer dress (knee length) with cream socks
- Light grey wide brimmed hat
- Brown leather school shoes

### Winter Core
*(Term 2 & 3)*
- Brown trousers with brown socks
- Brown shorts with cream socks
- Long/short sleeve cream shirt or skivvy
- Woollen jumper
- Tunic (ELC-Year 4) with brown tights or cream socks
- Skirt (Year 3 and above) with brown tights or cream socks
- Long sleeve cream blouse or skivvy
- Brown leather school shoes

### PE Uniform
- Sage T-shirt
- Charcoal shorts
- Charcoal track pants
- Long sleeve top
- Sport socks
- Light grey wide brimmed hat
- Athletic runners *(see examples)*
## ELTHAM COLLEGE UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS

### Year 7/8

- Year 7/8 should always attend in core uniform and change for PE/Interschool sport.
- The ELTHAM College school bag is a requirement.

| SUMMER CORE  
  (Term 1 & 4) | WINTER CORE  
  (Term 2 & 3) | PE UNIFORM |
|----------------|----------------|------------|
| . Brown trousers with brown socks  
  . Brown shorts with cream socks  
  . Long/short sleeve cream shirt  
  . Woollen jumper  
  . Striped summer dress (knee length) with cream socks  
  . Light grey wide brimmed hat  
  . Brown leather school shoes  | . Brown trousers with brown socks  
  . Brown shorts with cream socks  
  . Long/short sleeve cream shirt  
  . Woollen jumper  
  . Skirt (knee length) with brown tights or cream socks  
  . Long sleeve cream blouse  
  . Brown leather school shoes  | . Sage T-shirt  
  . Charcoal shorts/charcoal skirt  
  . Charcoal track pants  
  . Long sleeve top  
  . Sport socks (as appropriate to sport being played)  
  . Light grey wide brimmed hat  
  . Charcoal and red bathers  
  . Athletic runners (see examples) |

### Year 9-12

- Year 9-12 should always attend in core uniform and change for PE/Interschool sport.
- The blazer must be worn to the Research and City Campuses every day.
- Year 12 Rugby Jumpers are to be worn by Year 12 students only.
- The ELTHAM College school bag is a requirement.

| SUMMER CORE  
  (Term 1 & 4) | WINTER CORE  
  (Term 2 & 3) | PE UNIFORM |
|----------------|----------------|------------|
| . Blazer  
  . Brown trousers with brown socks  
  . Brown shorts with cream socks  
  . Long/short sleeve cream shirt  
  . Woollen jumper  
  . Striped summer dress (knee length) with cream socks  
  . Brown leather school shoes  | . Blazer and tie  
  . Brown trousers with brown socks  
  . Brown shorts with cream socks  
  . Long/short sleeve cream shirt  
  . Woollen jumper  
  . Skirt (knee length) with brown tights or cream socks  
  . Long sleeve cream blouse  
  . Brown leather school shoes  | . Sage T-shirt  
  . Charcoal shorts/charcoal skirt  
  . Charcoal track pants  
  . Long sleeve top  
  . Sport socks (as appropriate to sport being played)  
  . Charcoal and red bathers  
  . Athletic runners (see examples) |